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PREFACE

SYMPOSIUM O

Nanotechnology holds the promise of an entirely new class of materials and a new generation of microdevices with superior properties and performance. Governments world-wide are now investing an estimated $2.0 billion dollars a year to explore this new area of science and technology. The successful integration of nanotechnology and microtechnology is expected to have enormous technological and economic benefits. Microsystems, including microelectromechanical systems (MEMs), bioMEMs, nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMs), optical, electronic, and electrochemical microsystems, have great potential for many applications ranging from advanced computing, chemical and biological analysis/detection, drug delivery/discovery, tissue engineering, chemical and materials synthesis, to energy conversion and storage. New advanced microsystems with integrated nanometer scale structures and functions present a multidisciplinary challenge. The performance of such microsystems also depends on the understanding of the properties on both the nano- and micro- scales. Therefore, advanced microsystems provide an ideal platform to bridge the “top-down” approach that has been widely used in industry for microdevices, and the “bottom-up” approach that has been widely investigated for new materials and devices. Recently, the Review Committee of the National Nanotechnology Initiatives recommended: “Revolutionary change will come from integrating molecular and nanoscale components into high order structures. ... To achieve improvements over today’s systems, chemical and biologically assembled machines must combine the best features of the top-down and bottom-up approaches.”

Many symposia had been organized on synthesis and characterization of nanomaterials, and on microfluidic and microelectronic systems. Symposium O, “Advanced Microsystems—Integration with Nanotechnology and Biology,” held April 13–16 at the 2004 MRS Spring Meeting in San Francisco, California, was unique because it provided an international forum to focus on integration of advanced microsystems with biomaterials, and also provided the latest developments in nanomaterials and nanotechnology. This symposium addressed scientific and technology challenges in materials science for advanced nano- and microsystems, novel concept, design, devices or systems/architectures with functions and structures spanning many length scales, integration and development of multiscale fabrication tools and methodologies, integration of biological and synthetic materials and control of the interface between biological and non-biological components, control of optical and electronic energy transfer coupled across multiple length scales, coupling of mechanical forces across nano-, micro- and larger scales, including the control of fluidic transport, and understanding and predicting fundamental behavior and reliabilities of materials and systems. Experts in materials sciences, chemistry, biology, and microtechnology participated in this symposium. The first half of this proceedings contains most of the exciting results presented at Symposium O, which we hope will become valuable references to scientists and engineers who work in these areas.

Jun Liu
Jeffrey T. Borenstein
Piotr Grodzinski
Luke P. Lee
Zhong Lin Wang
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PREFACE

SYMPOSIUM R

Both of the three-dimensional nanoengineered assemblies symposia that have been held by the Materials Research Society were intended to bring together researchers from a wide range of fields. The conference topic is not focused on a particular area of research, but on a goal that is being pursued by many groups approaching from diverse directions. There were only a handful of papers that presented true "3D nanoengineered assemblies" at the first meeting in the Fall of 2002. It was anticipated that most of the papers would be either "not quite truly 3D" or "3D but not quite on the nanoscale." The first symposium was directed at both the fabrication methods for creating these structures in materials as well as understanding the phenomena that make possible unique applications for these materials. By the time of the second symposium, Symposium R, "Three-Dimensional Nanoengineered Assemblies II," held April 12–16 at the 2004 MRS Spring Meeting in San Francisco, California, there had been significant progress in realizing these materials and many of the most interesting phenomena have become the focus of very active areas of research.

There are many approaches with the ability to fabricate or assemble three-dimensional structures with nanoscale precision. These approaches to making 3D structures range from lithography, through beam based direct write methods, through "soft lithography" contact printing, through various pick and place methods to self-assembly. Self-assembly includes biological and biomimetic based methods which generated significant interest in "3D Nano I" and this thread has continued through the "3D Nano II" symposium. If biological processes can be understood and controlled or mimicked, then there is potential to build structures starting on the nanoscale. The directed self-assembly and the bottom-up approach to processing implicitly offers some 3D control from the nanoscale all the way to large structures. A "3D Nano II" session (with Morley Stone, Mark Hildebrand, and Ken Sandhage) explored chemical conversion of biologically created calcium carbonate structures, which may be a particularly direct path to producing useful materials.

One of the most interesting aspects of nanotechnology is the ability to access physical phenomena that occur on the nanoscale. Many of these phenomena have become prototypical examples of the promise of new technology, from catalysis and fluidics to energy storage. Photonic systems are also an important and well-known class of 3D nanoengineered systems.

A focus topic of the first "Three-Dimensional Nanoengineered Assemblies" symposium was the emerging field that has been called "plasmonics." Rufus Ritchie coined the term "plasmons" in 1957 to describe the particle-like behavior of plasma oscillations in materials. There has been an ongoing interest in these surface or bulk plasmons that run as longitudinal charge density waves inside materials or at interfaces. John Pendry has been one of the main proponents of the view that photonics and plasmonics are related on a fundamental level and that it is possible to model photonic crystals and other systems in terms of their plasmon resonances. Plasmon-related phenomena include light funnels, perfect lenses, magnetic properties from non-magnetic materials, and left-handed index materials. It may have been Harry Atwater that coined the term "plasmonics" to make the analogy between plasmon applications and electronics. The light funnel (transmission through subwavelength apertures) session with Francisco Garcia-Vidal, Tineke Thio, and Han Woerdman was one of the most active MRS sessions in our memory. The "perfect lens" talk of Gennady Shvets and the "left-handed materials" talk of David R. Smith exemplified the rapid development of this exciting area that seems very rich with applications. Many of the invited speakers were in this area of photonics and plasmonics, including a particularly inspiring talk by Eli Yablonovitch. It also seems clear from recent work in this area (particularly from the work of John Pendry and Eli Yablonovitch) that many of the future applications in the area of plasmonics will involve 3D nanoengineered assemblies.
The above commentary does not span very many of the areas presented in the symposium. In the area of microfluidics, Juan Santiago and Stephen Turner presented the tutorial session. Martina Daub presented an approach to building accurate dispensing arrays for biological applications. Meg Abraham, Richard Haglund, Hans Loeschner, Albert Polman, Z.F. Ren, and Prakash Koonath all presented beam based fabrication methods. Y.F. Lu, Paul Alivisatos’ group, and Chun Wang presented papers on nanoparticle assemblies. In addition to those already mentioned, Harry Atwater, Axel Scherer’s group, Chris Berven, Naomi Halas, Vladimir Shalaev, and Anand Gopinath presented plasmonics/photonics talks. A number of approaches were presented for using contact fabrication methods, including John Rogers’ lead off talk on soft lithography. Armand Rosenberg and Robert Rudd presented the results of their simulations. Pick and place assembly schemes ranged from Helen McNally’s AFM manipulation of biological species to Rodney Ruoff’s nanorobots.

A large number of excellent talks presented interesting work in this symposium. Part of the success of this symposium is that it touches on a presently topical aspect of research. However, the real strength of this meeting was the multidisciplinary character of the entire symposium. This symposium succeeded in presenting a snapshot of the current work in this topic to researchers, in keeping with the best traditions of the Materials Research Society Meetings. Finally, the success of the symposium is a direct result of the generous support we received from the Air Force Office of Scientific Research and the National Science Foundation. The co-organizers thank the many participants who contributed by giving talks and by their presence and we look to the future to see what advances evolve from the cross-disciplinary exchange provided by this excellent symposium on three-dimensional nanoengineered assemblies.

David P. Taylor
David McLlroy
Lhadi Merhari
J.B. Pendry

July 2004
SYMPOSIUM O